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; I ,We are presently creating the multiform human tradition
as the' effective and encompassing society in which each. person
'and each particular society finds a comprehensive context for ex-
.istence in the human order of being. Within this universal society

. of mankind each human person becomes heir to the fulness of
man's past cultural achievements,' participant in the conver-
gent cultures of the present, and, according to capacity, maker
of the future. This convergence of the present, the consequence
of 'scientific and technological improvements in travel and com-
munication, has not so far been characterized by any dominant
'religious or spiritual motivations. Yet it can be seen that ex-
-terior convergence does not bring about interior communion,
nor- does -it' necessarily .Iead to cultural enrichment a An effective
human development that could preserve and enhance the human
quality of life requires a sensitivity to the deeper forms 'Of com-
munica cion between subjects. For these reasons an understanding
of the interior and religious life of man and reconciliation of
traditions with each other become matters of urgency. . ,:;
;r'-. A _vast amount of literature is being produced concerning
the religions of every continent of the world. The literature"of
religion among the tribal peoples of Africa, South -America, .the
Pacific Islands and elsewhere' throughout the world is great in-
deed.' So too are studies of 'the religious traditions of Asia and
the' European 'world. It can- be said, however, that this literature
is' 'still .governed more by the methods of positivistic social
sciences than by,' the more humanistic disciplines. COmpetent
'hurnariistic studies 01 the larger religious life of man using -this
material are rare. Western theologians have given little attention
to "the interpretative problems that emerge hom this 'meeting of
spiritual 'traditions, despite the urgency of the work and the be-
nefits to be derived for understanding the basic issues of divine-
human presence to each other. '-,"~' -" - - '"I t
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For such reasons these studies, are,' .not at-present bringing
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about a desirable communion of peoples or enabling the various,
societies to provide for each o-ther the interior nourishment ~hat
each needs so much. What is being done to enable these varIOUS
religious traditions to be present to each ~ther. in a, truly hu-
man manner is often done by devotees with little mtellectual
background but within tense drives toward personal and emo-
donal contact with these traditions. To strengthen and make
these associations more effective, it seems desirable that those
engaged in religious and spiritual studies be more creative. in
the Iarzer cultural order. The documents that they deal with,
the reliQious and spiritual events they observe, the spiritual
disciplin~s they describe so well, all these are ,associated ,;ith
profound interior experiences that. should flow fo~th as serl<?us
cultural influences within our society. Yet there IS an amazing
capacity Qif scholars to "defend themselves against the messages
with which their documents are filled" (Eliade, Quest, p. 62).
Since these documents were composed in the context of a most
profound realism, an intimate life involvement, in. ~ struggle
with the most destructive aspects of the human condition, even
with demonic forces, they function best and become. most intel-
ligible within the context of a cultural. realism rather than ~n
the context of academic discussion. If such be the case, -then this
is the time par excellence when the deepest meaning of these
ancient traditions should emerge, for all humanist traditions are
presently in need of renewal.

Since at present students in the social sciences. are generally
not comfortable in the humanist phase of their study, the tend-
ency is to encompass the human order of things within an
empirical science. At least this is one way of seeing the present
.situation of anthropology) the social sciences generally" and
eve:D:,·at times,. the religious sciences. These studies have deriv-
ed their method,- their mood and their objectives from the 80-

cial .seiences; -which- in jurn __derived their method from the
objectivist physics of the Newtonian period. Wi thin this con-
_text- the human quaI!ty:J?f.:Jif~) J: as. this ;.·w~s p.reviow~ly' known
is -considerably diminished; .the intuitive experience of the", real
js stifled, the will and capacity for grandeur is' ios-t. Man loses
his place at the: centre of the .reals eventually he ends pp In:' the
~~Sh~qlPs on the stage ofBeckeit.i'I'his question of .the .humanistic
and ..scientific dimensions .of man .constitutes a .rather . crucial is-
sue.:even _as regards the physical survival of man.', Scientists
themselve.s realize that scientific' achievements :,,;S~· . ,g~a.1?-d in t~~'i,r
,o~~_r~,~_~~~~o ,_~pa~e ~~,ye !l,ot enabled man to deal with the full
-magrutude ~of' the .;hutrian order, ,"" 'Ij:' ,'" J ,~. :, :.,. ; •• !.
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This dominance of the. social sciences is a powerful influence
even on religious studies. Because his vigour is exhausted -by re-
search, the: scholar often finds it difficult to push his study on to the
~evel . 'of, a comprehensive .humanist interpretation. .Possibly he
IS too close. to the material for a deeper type of reflection: while
the p~ofesslOnal humanist, philosopher or theologian is ~oo far
fro~ It. Thus many of the great scriptural texts of the world,
wh~ch have been available for a long while, remain without a
desirable depth -of interpretation or cultural influence, - They
seem not to have the vital impact such as existed in the move-
ment of Buddhist texts from India to China, in the movement
o~ ~uddhist and Confucian texts into Japan,· _in the meeting of
?'lblical text~ ~ith Hellenic thought in the Patristic period, or
10 the medieval meeting of the Christian tradition. with the
f\ristotel~an teachings. So. with the present; insufficient thought
IS now g~ven to such levels of cultural creativity. One. reason,
p~rhaps, IS that many western scholars have no vital relationship
with the dee.per cultural currents of their own traditions. Their
scholarly life is without relation.' to any experiential roots. Al-
:hough. ~uch ~xceUent work is done in translating and explain-
rng religious literature) we do :not produce men of the "Erasmus
type, althoug~.this is what we might eventually hope for.' Crea-
trve person~t1~s ?f such dimensions are .rising more effectively
O?t:- of a S~lent1£~ ba?cgr~und- than out ot a background of reli-
?lOUS studies. This situatron is not due primarily to limitations
IIi the work of research scholars, it is due rather to the' failure
of those supposedly in vital contact with the spiritual and hu-
manist currents of the -west, the philosophers, theologians, cul-
tural historians and :tJ:tose in :religious studies. -

Wha.t is needed is -~a~ interaction of -textual , study and re-
search with true humanistic- insight and imagination. Present
limitations in' interpretation are rather in the limitations of the
imaginative and emotional order than in' any lack of technical.
skill o.r research data. In the- words of- Eliade, - ... : 1 ~

. It is not .necessary to let o'neselt" be~ome paralyzed by th~
immensity of the task; it is necessary above all to renounce

. the easy excuse that not all the documents have"-bee~ conveniently
- collected and interpreted. All the other humanist disciplines, to

say nothing of the natural sciences" find themselves in all' analog-.
QUS situation.· But -no man _of .science has, waited.' until- all',.th~
facts were _assembled before ttyir:ig~JO understand. the _.facts,
.already known ..,Besides~ it is .nccessary .tofree .oneself it·om- the:.
superstition that' analysis represents .rhe.true scientific ~~J;]f I ~d~



).,,1", that one :.ought ;(0' propose, ai, synthesis 01" a· ge,tiel~afi~at:iJt\' 0111y
'1_ rather .late in life. -Onc does not I know of any" example' of"ia'
~II; 'science or n humanist discipline whose' representatives are' clevat.:.'

! ed e.."{dusiveiy to analysis without attempting to advance a work
I' I' ing hypothesis or to draft a. generalization. [he Iml11hn mind
• I ' "works in this compartmented manner, only at the price of I its ~owhl

'I creativity. There exist, perhaps,' in 'the', diverse disciplines' SOl11~
scholars who have never gone beyond the, stage of analysis~bhr
they are victims of the modem organization' of research ,1 In I :any)
case" they ought not be considered models, Science does' not' owe,
any significant discovery to them '(Quest~ 59),1:-11):, :i " ~f'):11

_ _ 1,' ,li,1 " :_f,l 1- "!J"l. -,)

· . These statements quoted from EHade can, !be paralleled ',by
similar statements ,concerning scientific insight' by Rene Dubos.;

Many great experimenters in all fields of science J have' des,ctib-
e:I .how their id~s were determined in large part by unanalytical,'

-Vl~lO~ perce~t1qns, Likewise, history shows that I most specific
scientific theories have emerged and, have been. _£orri1ul~ted
gradua?y from crude intuitive sketches, In this' light, the I £itst
steps ill the recognition of patterns or in the .developmenr 0'£
~ew concepts are more akin to artistic awareness) than to. what'
IS commonly regarded as the scientific method.' I, have purpose-
~Y used vague terms such as 'visionary -perceptlons'oand 'artis-
nc awarenes~' -with the knowledge, that- this, 'terminology will
~~e acrusatt~ns of antisdentific and even anti-intellectual mys-
nosm, In reality, however, I do not believe that my, attitude is,
based on. a naive acceptance in intuition as a sort of second-class
revelation. Instead, it- is determined by the belief that scientific
questions have their origin deep in human consciousness] often

. below the analytical_level (Dreams oj , Reason) 123). "
, • " 11, I I 1,_,1 ,

his .&.. all other s~~es w~ether scientific: or humanisti~ 'have
t. . ne:d, so t~e religious sciences also have a need of visionary'
~bilieptlo{l.s, arnsuc awarene~s. and cultural creativity, as, well as'
the ~~ej<jnd {,? that d~~~ of hu.ma~ consciousness "below

• C f schc 1 "'s especrauv ,at this time when the global
:ommuru ty 0 sc 0 ars and the global . 'I f I}
into existence to' establish 'h fi al . compo e~ 0 cu ture~ come
which human lif . . ' t.e. nand abldmg context within

re IS to be lived and h '. .
be done throughout th . d fi _. umarusnc studies are to
tude of this task . d h I? _e rute future. Whatevel' the magni-
that is required 'wan ,Owever vast the new imaginatl ve range

• 'J e cannot really say th· t thi k '.tlonately so much gre t h - .... . ,a 1S tas - IS proper-
ferent .from, the task fu~~dn, or Its ob}ec~ives so mu~~ dif-
beginning of the classical civiliz a?d the objectives sO,u~ht at the

ations. There was always the prob-
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le~:;6f_. awakening to, .responding ' to.. and- .humanly , organizing
the I uDlver.se, . The, most primordial intuitions- of I mankind, "as,
e~,p~~ssed In man's mythical' projections '-and in his. spiritual dis-
clp~es,'~ communicate to us across the ages, at least in outline"
the I cosmic. can text for this .new cultural development. The
comprehensive world order in which the 'divine, the cosmic' and
the I human were intimately present to. each other, is the very con-
text in which the Chinese lived from the beginning, as we 'see
from the opening passages of the Book of History. Here we
see ( portrayed' in extensive detail the quest of man for integra-
tion of. the heavenly and the earthly, the effort to encompass the
earth in its full extent, to order human existence in its total
meaning. There is, of course, a much greater 'complexity to the
present cosmological, historical and cultural process than was dream-
ed of by these ancient civilizations; creation of the future world
order will require new ways of integrating the cultural complex
6£ mankind in historical time and global space. But it should
help to know that man has generally; from the earliest neolithic
period, functioned on a comprehensive cosmic plane, as- can be
see_ri: from archeological remains as ,well as from living tribal
sodet~es, as well from the American Indians as from the classical
societies of India and China.' _ _-
:J .: I - ~_ _ _" ' • -

'I Here we observe that this work of 'Ordering the world with--
in its '~uma~ context has, ever since this early period, been largely
the. function of hermeneutics, the most ancient function of
human wisdom, interpretation. The: great civilizations first read
the text 'Of the real from the cosmic phenomena. and gave interpre-
tations based on an interior response to this experience" a response
which led to the composition of those scriptural texts that have
been' handed down through the ages as communicating a primordial
revelation to mankind. Men ever since: have sustained and develop-
ed the' greater cultures by constant reinterpretation of these ancient
scriptures in the light of new historical experiences. The constant
renewal of civilizations, their very life process, has been associat-
ed with, and largely governed by, interpretation of these texts,
Contemporary man must once again interpret these texts, this time
in a complex that embraces them all in the multiform human tradi-
tion that reaches from east to west on a globe-encompassing scale)
also in a historical time sequence, wherein we see the various
civilizations within the converging movement of cultural develop-
ment throughout the centuries. This historical-cultural convergence
must be seen as the primary context in which these cultural tradi-
tions and religious studies now become aware of themselves.
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. What must be sought for in the new herme~eutics is the ~e.
covery, through critical processe~, of a seco~d nalVet~. an eat'he,r
interior experience of an harmoruous and luminous universe associ-
ated by the Chinese with the "lost mind" -or "the mind of I the
child." The manner in which this is achieved must, ·to a large
'extent, be through language; this is why language studies are of'
such great importance and why language and its most ancient
literature must be made to yield up their full original luminous
meaning. The religious scholar is dealing with the greater part
of the world's most sacred literature in an age which is becoming
the supreme scriptural age so far in the history of man. The
ultimate achievement of scriptural scholarship is the recovery of
what Paul Ricoeur designates as the "fullness of language." We do
not awaken to consciousness in a blank universe. We awaken in
3: universe wherein the cosmic script is already written, a universe.
in which the written scriptures have already been composed, a
universe in which we discover, with Wang Yang-ming, a third
scripture, written within man's own being. Each of these
scriptures, the cosmic, the verbal, and the interior awareness, res-
ponds to the others, "evokes the reality of the others, and is inter-
preted in the light of the others" These three together guide man
in his self-creation, his humanization. Out of these three the higher
cultures of mankind have been born; out of these three they have'
been sustained; and when these cultures have declined, it is out
of these three sources that they have. been called back to life and
renewed from century to century, Once more' they' face a
challenge of severe proportioris. In the overall view this is
perhaps the. speciaL period of the third of- these scriptures, which,

"however, can come to life only with some vital contact with
these other two scriptures. The -period prior to the composition
of the early verbal and written scripture's is the period of .individ-
ual development of these humanistic and scriptural tradition-s so
familiar to us in the last three millenia. Now -we are into the
third period, the period of reading the 'scriptures within man's
own being, and also that of scriptural convergence 'on a universal
scale.
- Meanwhile there is a crisis to be faced" the period ot demy-

thologization, the period of man's alienation from 'his scriptural
£?undarions., the period in ,which the scriptures survive by objec-
trve, analytical type' study more within an academic context than
v?~hin .·the realities o~'~an's existence. This period of dernytholo-
~ng ~s per~aps .c~m~ng. to an end at the same time as the. period
of cultural isolation IS at- an ..end and. also at 'a time, when the
inherent limitations of ·the ~technologic~l·.achievements of~man are
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being recognized. At such a' time the interior scriptures 'awaken
to the need for renewed contact with the other two scriptural
rraditions, the verbal and the cosmic. A new period of scriptural
vitality is born. This is the meaning of the new humanistic move-
ments that are emerging at the present time and which give to
this generation a sense of hope that a new humanism is in the
process which will be the context also in. whic? rel!gious studi~s
will be done in the future. For the first tune since Its emergence
in the historical process, western culture has an opportunity ~o
establish itself within a functional global complex of cultures in

-a spiritually cooperative rather than a spiritually antagonistic or
competitive attitude.
. This traditional antagonism has been largely the re~ult of

ignorance on the part of wes:e~n religious thinkers _c0n.c.enung the
real nature and intent of religious thought and practice CJ_£ other
peoples. But now, due to the new 'o/Pes of religious s;udie~ ~at
have come into existence, an extensive range .of n:m.s rc:ligtous
development has been investigated in all its variety, ~ l~S simplest
as in its most complex forms. What emerges from this IS that the
various religious traditions, with all their ~eIences, ha~e m~ch
to say to each .other; the beliefs and pra~ces of each ~UIDl.T!e
the beliefs and practices of the others. This becomes evident ~
the case of Christian thought which has a ne~ r~e of data in

the scriptural traditions of the world :UPor: ~hicb 1t can. draw fO,r
deepening its own understanding of ~he divine and human ~rders
"and the relations between them.,. ~s dat.a ~us~ now be ~c~r~
porated into discussion of the divine reality ~ itself and in Its
relation to the phenomenal world) in diSCUSSlODS of ~e human
condition, revelation, redemption, ~carn.ati~nt ~e ~aVloW:_peri
.sonality, faith, g~a~e1.. sac~c~, rebl~th rltuals, mterlOr. sp~~~_
disciplines, expenertce of divine union, sa~ed commumty,
munion with the cosmic order, final beat1~thde.. ~ne eli ~;:I
can any longer be studied satisfactorily wi . out's a·.: tion
data. In such studies the Christian finds. no~ ~n1y. that his o~

eli . b fur ther ide n tified in their disnnctive characteris-tra nons can e.·· trn ... ... b
tics but also that his understanding of his ~wn tra~h?nS can e
considerably broadened, perhaps even more than .h~~lica1 Ufl?e;-
standing. was clarified and extended by =v= ~th Hellenic
thought. ;:. .. . . .__. _ .

I " Yet all of this needs: the development :of .a .new and more
satisfactory <hermeneutics .. Tha t is' where' religious studies of . t~e
present ~experience :their greatest need.: There- exists -an~~extensiv.~

Jvbttlnl'e-:'-of tesearch:.tnaterirus'-that .has not_yet. been given.the int~.~~
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pretation that l is needed. ~his can! come' about'. 0111y by I producing
a greater number of scholars wah adequate cultu'ral ..historical
background along with the intellectual' insight and,'I'i01agihation
needed to incorporate the existing data into a more" meanmgful
context. Students of religion who, 'work from, a 'philosophkal. qr
theological basis are generally not acquainted with actual religious
beliefs and 'practices on a sufficiently broad scale,' nor do they have
the type of' interpretative skills that are needed.. On the ,othe.~
hand 'those involved in research frequently ate unable' ItO. go 1?ey'o1f,~
their data and even consider that "subjective" .appropriaticcn and
interpretation of research data .is.a -contamination of pure scientific
knowledge. This transition from scientific knowledge to' subjec-
rive human meaning is indeed a big.step and needs to be managed
with extreme care. Yet any study _of man should be recognized
hom the __beginning' as being a subjective affair as' regards' the
lrnowing person, the' reali ty known, the means of I knowing land
the purpose of knowing. The- "scientiiic'tprocess in the' acquiring
and organizing the data 'does an invaluable service I ill. eriabling
man to become the more, clearly aware of th~ human 'mode 6f
being, ,but only when' the construction, of scientific methods and
scientific categories do not minimize, the basic human quality' 'of
the process. If as-regards the studies that .are ,~ade of the religious
life and' literature of one people, by another'~, subjecti~e feem-
mnnication is not taking 'place, if religious personalities' -:cann6t
speak to each other in terms that are mutually helpful in. mariag!-
ing the human condition, j£ traditions cannot clarify .for each :'other
what it is to be human 'and assist each otherin carrying .out a re~
demptive or liberating transformation of the human subject, 1_1'i£
the sacred space of the one is so completely', Impenetrable . t9' the
other; then, it would seem, the, study of man's religious 'and; ciil-
tural traditions comes to an abortive 'conclusion. ' Yet we 'must
admit that we have not really learned this art ~£ inter-religious
communication to a satisfactory degree.": . :,:. _;.i' , ~ " ,_'fH

. ," -' I_.' r, • 1'" '11"-'.

_~ ,,_While history indicate's. / e~,te~s~ve, inter-religious . and "int~;-
cul~ral conflicts and tensions in the past It' also presents 'extensive
achieve,?ents, of religious a.nd cultural influences that passed 'from
one society to another. An mtercommuruon of traditions .has' taken
place so widely that it seems to be almost universal. It wotild' be
~~~i to identify any spiritual or cultural tradition as a i "'pur~'"
t~aditlOn, ~,s an absolute self-creation.. What has not yet been done
~~? ~hat IS so. much needed is an understanding of how, this re-
,li~~o~s~~tur~l. process can be ~a.rri.ed out more effe.ct~vely tin thF
specific .conditions of the, late I twentieth century.' :As 'models!'. Q£

Ii..,
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the past w.e· have such, great periods of spiritual communication
as tba~ which existed in the patristic period of Christian develop-
ment In the mediterranean region, also the period of assimilation
of Budhism into the Chinese world, also the spiritual and cultural
interaction that has taken place in the development and spread
of. Islam across a large part of the world. The difficulty is that
now the situation has grown extremely complex with the impinge-
ment of all traditions on each other in a flood of religious data
and influence on the one hand and a lack of really human and
spiritual communication on the. other. There is no proportion bet-
ween the amount of data and the amount of real religious process
that is taking place. This disproportion is due to secularist in-
~iHerence, to vigorous fundamentalism at times, and, at times, to
professional neglect, especially by Christian theologians.

, Still the entire dynamics of the modem world is to an ever-
increasing degree throwing men and societies together in dose ex-
terior proximity but without the capacity for interior cornmunica-
tion, This is the difficulty that we face. Formerly the meeting of
societies was the meeting of men and human traditions on a limited
scale and with limited persona] contact but within a fundamentally
human and religious order of life. Now the communication has
been intensified' on the exterior witHout a satisfactory deepening
within. Thus the reduction of human relations to the economic,
the political and the social order, with an overlay of the aesthetic
and the spiritual. It may seem rather distant t.o speak about inter-
religious hermeneutics in such a context but certain it is that
men' will in the future need to interpret their deeper selves to
each, other if the: human venture is to meet the challenges of the
future in any phase of man's life ..

. Of course much bas already been accomplished in the spiritual
order .. ,If we look to the larger cultural context of the present
we can observe a powerful gravitation of traditions to each other;
this can be observed in the popularity in the west of a. variety
of religious cults and spiritual disciplines from various parts of
the world. There is a return to religious symbolism, participation
in rituals, engaging in difIicult and demanding meditation exercises,
a quest for the guidance of spiritual masters, extensive reading in
the various scriptures of the world. It should be remarked, how-
ever, that this is mostly a matter of personal interest, unrelated to
the traditional religious establishments or to official teaching. We
seem to have, in America at least, no theologian of recognized com-
petence in this type of discussion, although among Asian, scholars
and among cultural anthropologists there, is an: extensive volume 'of
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material concerning the various religiOl1.s of man, It appears that
our theologians have concerned them.~elves .entirel~ with' I the
challenge. of secularism and the prevailing philosophical currents
of more recent western derivation. Thus if these participants in
a variety of spiritual traditions are often without proper guidance,
if they do not lead to any substantial. religious or cultural develop-
ment, they at least w.itness to the basic spiritual attrac~io~ th~t the
various traditions have for each other and offer some indication of
the forms of future spiritual development that may take place in
western society. 'From this we can see that if there is on the part
of some a spiritual immobility in the face of this meeting of
peoples" there is also a trend toward intimate participation" The
difficultv of the one is that their spiritual traditions are not
developing according to the historical dimensions that are needed
in this exciting period of man's development and thus do not
contribute to the communion of peoples and traditions that is need-
eel. The difficulty of the other is that it makes too little distinction

_ in responding to the religious phenomena and thus finds no sustain-
ing life programme, nothing that can be elevated into ~ moveme~t
capable of the cultural renewal that must be, carried out at. this
moment of history. -

Here is the task of hermeneutics, the task of .interpreting
tra.ditions to each other, while keeping each distinctive in ·itself,
to bring them into the creative presence of each other. The
traditions can be helpful to each other only .on condition that
each remains inviolably itself. If there is a :falsification of tradi-
tions J if there is overly facile identification in an undifferentiated
religious or spiritual context, then the entire movement loses its
effectiveness. Both continuity and discontinuity must be preserv-
ed. Diversity of traditions must he renewed while a common
spiritual space is established. Each tradition in its larger impli·
cations will have a meta-phase or a macro·phase; this will be the
larger meaning or the higher resonance that it evokes in the
larger human tradition within which it now begins to Iunction.
This distinction of a macro-phase I and a micro-phase might very
well serve as a way of designating the larger,. more universal
phase of a tradition and the particular, limited 'phase of I a' tradi-
tion. So with Christianity, it has its specific institutional pbase,
its community of the baptised; yet there is beyond this the larger
community of man with which it is somehow associated not
simply in a purely spiritual manner but by way of observable
Christian presence. So. with Buddhism. So also with the Yogic
:Spirituality which has its specific phase in which it is associated
with the ·Samkhya dualist doctrine and also its larger phase in
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which it fun~~i~n5 as a spiritual discipline associated with a wide
vanety of religious traditions throughout the world. So we might
speak of the micro-pha.se and the macro-phase of many significant
terms tha~ are used ill the various tradi tions terms such as
Brahman, Milya, Nirvan~, Ta,o" Dharma, Li, Karm~, T'ien, Jen. All
of th;ese terms have theI! origin and primary significance within a
certain context, yet they are now being universalized and used on a
more extensive scale to enrich the religious and spiritual vocabulary
of the global human community. Thus, for indicating a "final
term of reference" in the order of the real or in the order of
man's consciousness we have already an. extremely rich variety
of terms from a complex of traditions; each of these tells us
something w~c~ is. not quite the. same as that told us by the
other terms, md!ca:lDg. that the experience itself is not quite the
same, yet also indicating that a variety of terms from such a
complex of traditions is of significant assistance to man in his
efforts toward identification of a final reality. Proper use of such
a complex of terms will require a special skill; a skill that men
are. now acquiring. It must also be added here that when such a
complex. of terms ~s bro~ght together they all become changed
and begin to enunciate things that they never enunciated before.
The linguistic or theological purist is liable to resent such "abuse"
o~- sacred words. Yet the answer must be given that neither
history nor culture nor language knows the type of permanence
?r the type of constancy that is sought by those who would
Isolate language or thought from the stream of time from the
temporal conditio~g to which all things are subj~; nor can
we _accept the positron that language~ are ultimately opaque to
each ~~er; nor .c~ we accept the attitude that thought systems
or religious traditions or spiritual disciplines are incommunicable
with each other.

,t Precisely here is where the creative intuition or visionary
~ercept~on beg~s to assert itself. The horizon is open, extensive
linguistic materials are available) the larger vision is beginning
to emerge within the global community, past traditions have all
made their contribution, the present has brought about a con-
~ergence of ,spiritual currents and their modes of expression; now
IS the creative moment, the moment on a global scale such as
the moment within western civilization when Paul came upon
the scene, or when Augustine enunciated his vision. of a Christian
historical order, or when Thomas brought the new Aristotelean
terminology into Christian theology so that it could say things
that Aristotle' never dreamed of saying. There are no laws for such
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moments .there is no w:t\y of ihd'icatlnlg "tl1,e ~~l'ection ',vhiel; the
reliaious 'ihsicrht should take, This is determined iby persons o~
sup~rior .reli~ous insight who l~l~erstntld the C_omlJlexof. past
traditions as well as the opportunines o~ ~he pr~s~nt moment and
who can construct u comprehensive religious VIsion adequat~ to
the historical need ..Such persons choose and shape language suited
to this purpose. Following genera tions of s,cholars fill out. ~the de-
tails within the context established until another penod of

, major transformation arrives. Lacking ~uch a re~olut1on ~f. the
present problems of religious herm:neut1~s? the nse. of rehgl'Otl,S
thinkers of this maznitude, those In religious studies can only
proceed within the li~nits .of'their ability toward creation o~ a' truly
functional religious vision. -

If we indicate, then, the need of .Christian thinkers. inco~-
porating the data of the religious traditions of mankind into ~hel~
study as a first step to be taken, and the development of a new
science of hermeneutics as a second step that can be taken, we
mizht indicate as a third possible development the need for stu~y:.
in;Christianity according to the norms and methods of. the H1S-
torv of Relizions. In recent centuries Christian tradition has been
doici.nated by -biblical expressions or. by its th~ological ex~osition
that came into existence in the medieval period and which has
since es tablished itself as the basic method for explaining and _de-
fending the essential beliefs that constitute the Christian life o~ieh-
tation, If this theological tradition has been a. remarl~able ach.i~~e-
meat and an immense help in sustaining and devel~pl~~ Ch.t1Stlan
thought and culture, it has also been a severely limiting mstr~-
ment of Christian expression. Since its thinking ~s .grounded I?
biblical texts and in traditional explanations of biblical texts, ,!~
has already placed itself within a very. limited range .o~. man ~
religious experience. The only. extensl.v~ cultural, religious or
thought influence on this ·theologlcal tr~dit1on so far. has been ,that
of Hellenistic philosophy from Platomc, Neoplatomc and Aristo-
telean sources. More recently there have been influences from such
sources as Phenomenology, the Existentialism of Heidegger, and
lately the Process thought of Whitehead, B~t ~hete h~s. still bee~
almost no influence from any of the non-biblical religious tradi-
tions of the world. Christian theological tradition has of set pur-
pose alienated itself from cooperative association with o.ther tra-
ditions. Thus at the present trme one of the most effective ways
of invigorating Christian thought might be ~to observe the Chris-
tian tradition from the wider anthropological perspective. a! the
History of Religions, In this manner we' cari 'expect the ·major out-
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lines of the biblical and Christian traditions to emerge in a much
clearer light. The terms and norms of comparison have thus far
been too limited, Such a study of Christianity has already been
begun in general studies in the History of Religions and the
Phenomenology of Religions, but these have so far only projected
some' basic 'Orientations. There is need of more thorough study
from this viewpoint.

A fourth need is for increased study of the nature and
limitations of symbolism, especially the archetypal symbolism set
forth so extensively by Carl Jung, The religious life of man in
recent decades has recovered from a devastating period of rationa-
lity and scientific analysis. The limitations of the strictly rational
processes of the mind are, however, once again recognized as well
as the inability of rational demonstration to evoke emotional res-
ponse or sustained application of human energies. The more
profound aspects of man's awareness come from a. depth of. his
being to which even the person himself has only limited access
in the interior sensitivity of his feeling life. He only knows this
depth from the symbols that emerge in his dreams or which arise
spontaneously in his consciousness. Cultivation of this capacity
for understanding and responding to these intuitive faculties of
the mind constitutes the basis of creative genius whether in. the
intellectual or aesthetic life of man. But this is especially import-
ant in the spiritual and religious life of man which, in its essential
quali ties, involves a communica cion not only with the trans-
ra tiona! but with the ttanshuman modes of the real. Both from
the s-tandpoint of understanding and from the standpoint of ef-
ficacy in the spiritual, social and historical orders, the recovery
of contact with the imaginative processes is of supreme import-
ance" Also in the renewal of the religious and humanistic phases
of contemporary life and in evoking a greater intercommunion of
traditions hardly anything is more helpful than this new apprecis-
tion of the imaginative, the symbolic, the mythical.

Of the various scriptures that we have: mentioned, the cos-
mic, the verbal and the interior awareness, we might say that all
these come together in the common world of symbols. Rebirth
symbolism, which is impressed upon o;m. so powerfully ?y the
sequence of the seasons" and by the periodic death and rebirth of
living things, has entered into the myths, rituals and sacred
literature of peoples so extensively that it must express a common
interior awareness of the mind. The specific manifestation an_d
meaning of this symbolism differs from one people to another, but
the awareness that, man, to.achieve human status, ~~t ul!d_ergo a

1
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death-rebirth experience does have Iar-reaching Implications.
Another symbol that is of importance in the spiritual intercom-
munion of peoples throughout the world, is that of mythical
narrative wherein human 'existence is seen as a story 01' drama,
especially as the dramatic or narrative account of a journey where
the human personality encounters obstacles to be overcome, de-
monic powers to be thwarted, and even death to be undergone,
before with the aid of superhuman powers, the true self) the
divine presence, the grail,' the jewel of great price, or everlasting
life "is attained. This journey motif can' be seen in the journey of
Gilgamesh, in the Homeric epics, in the Exodus legend of the
Hebrew people. It -is found also in the' wanderings of Buddha,
in the fictional account of the 'pilgrimage of Hsuan Tsang, in tHe
account the Hopi Indians of America. give to their origin and
destiny. It is further found in Augustine's story of the rise, 'pr'o~
gress through history and termination of the City of God; in the
journey ~f Dante, 'in the- Commedia. Tn 'all of these, external J pil-
grimage is the symbol_ of the tourney ,of the .'individual soul,. the
particular society, and the human 'Order itself, into those interior
depths wherein the, sacred presence shines forth, all peril is 'sur-
mounted, final. security -is attained., ','" ,I,.. "

A E.fth area of study that deserves "c<?~sideration "i~ '- t1~~ reli-
gious experience known in biblical and, Christian term? ..,as-I'-.'~~~
velation" _ At least so far as the west is concerned a more- com-
prehensive study of divine revelation to, mario remains, a most irn.
portant need for .establishing ~a wider religious perspective, \J'hl~
will require both further research and grea ter insight into thy
data. that emerges from the research. This will provide the basis
for at least an informal world scriptural .collection out of which
new thinking of the religious order can pe, done. If, so far ~'only. ::;t

few minor efforts have been made in this direction we may believe
that mucb more will be done in the future. While this seems at
first to be primarily a Christian concern it is also a universal con- ,r

cern, although in many- instances the communication that I takes
place between the divine and the human is' so intimate that it is
simply not a problem that occurs at the conscious· intellectual
level. Still, the manner and variety, of. 'divine communication -ro
m~n- is one of the most fruitful points of religious discussion, at
least -for theistic religions. Withi~ this collection the various
"scriptures" will not equate in ariy univocal sense. Tne I scril?,-
tures 'of the Hindu woi-ld or the Buddhist 'world will be in' form
something other than' the biblical' scriptures, but they, cannot "'be
totally' unrelated. They will be the' basis 'on which the thought'of
the. futUre 'must' build arid a' mutual' validation of various scrip-
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tural traditions must be' considered. Religious personalities com-
municating the major religious or spiritual teachings to a people
might, also be .given 'mutual recognition. .

What can be, seen from these suggestions is that after the
weakening of the spiritual and cultural consensus that we have
witnessed in recent times, the former isolated situation can
hardly be reestablished. The various, religious traditions are
irrevocably altered in their individual and collective significance.
The entire spiritual situation of man, the very mode of his re-
ligious consciousness is changed. Suggestion that the sources of
revelation be' broadened -for the Christian theologian, that multi-
cultural and multi-religious hermeneu tics is now a central ques~
tion, that Christian tradition be studied according to th~_..n<?!l!l~
of the History of Religions, that a comprehensive study of divine
revelation and consideration of a world scriptural collection
might be among the most significant issues to occupy our think-
ing in the future; all of this is to shift the entire content of
western Christian awareness into a new context, the multiform
global religious tradition of man. If formerly Christianity was
studied from the inside out, it should DOW be studied from the
outside in,

In this situation the historian of religions becomes one of
the foremost religious creators of the twentieth century. He is
the one prim arily responsible for evoking a consciousness of the
universal religious heritage of man in all its diversity. Also he
is responsible for creating the conditions in which an extensive
interaction of religious traditions and cultures is begun which
will be continued indefinitely into the future. Of all the religious
forces at work in the present it is doubtful if any other force is
so powerful in awakening the ancient traditions to new phases of
their development. For none of the traditions are complete. Al-
though for long periods these traditions seem to remain unchanged
they are now awakened to change and renewal as seldom. before in
their history. The traditions begin to realize that they are not
entirely stable forms of life but that they are developmental pro-
cesses that have changed considerably in the past and are destined,
perhaps, for even greater change in the future. Yet we should not
exaggerate the newness of the changes being brought about at the
present, since these traditions have all undergone extensive inter-
action with other traditions over the past several thousand years.
This is only a more heightened intercomrnunion of traditions be-
cause of the definitive nature of the in tercommuni on , its compre-
hensiveness and its all-pervading nature due to the modern m~ans
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of communication which are bringing the peoples. and i~traditions
of the world into the presence of each other to a degree never
before thought possible. Strangely enough those very forces that
are moving the various cultures and religions out of the traditional
into the ~odern world are exactly the forces that 'are enabling
each of these traditions to recover contact with their most ancient
forms and their most ancient literature. Thus these traditions live
more deeply in the past even as they move into the present and the
future. Each tradition is made more complete within itself, more
integral with its primordial moments. From this earliest period
the: historical movement of religions and cultures .has been C011-

vergence toward a multiform globa.l tradition in which each finds
its place and each is in some manner present to the entire society
of man. ':. ' .1
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